SR-9, FROM SPRINGDALE TO THE ZION NATIONAL PARK

The Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) is fully reconstructing State Route 9 (Zion Park
from Springdale to the Zion National Park gate. UDOT is also adding wider sidewalks and
bicycle lanes on both sides of the roadway throughout most of the town to heighten visitors'
with more pedestrian-friendly features. Our primary goal is to construct this project
lowest Park visitation time-frame, with work anticipated to end in mid-April 2018.
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What To Expect

All businesses and Zion National Park are open during construction. While the project is minimizing impacts
whenever possible, we also want you to be prepared for what to expect while visiting Springdale:

»

The increase in traffic during popular holiday weekends is generating longer than expected wait
times. Previous holidays have generated traffic stoppages over 90 minutes. Please plan ahead for
long traffic stoppages, walk or use the shuttle when you can and avoid road travel during the peak
morning and evening drive times (approximately 8-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m.).

»

Construction is ongoing through mid-April 2018. In order to complete the project in just 7 months,
work will occur 24 hours a day, 6 days per week. Expect an increase in noise, dust and vibration
during the day and at night. No work is planned for Saturday night, February 17 and Sunday day,
February 18.

»

SR-9 is reduced to one-way traffic with flaggers throughout the central area of town. Please follow
flagger instructions and wait for traffic traveling in your direction before turning onto
SR-9 in either direction.

»

An adjusted shuttle service route will be in place during construction. Please see
the reverse side of this flier for more information.

»

Scan the code below with your smart phone or to visit the project website
www.udot.utah.gov/sr9 for more construction impact information.

HOTLINE

888-556-0232 EMAIL sr9@utah.gov

SR-9, FROM SPRINGDALE TO THE ZION NATIONAL PARK
Zion National Park, its Shuttle
Provider, the Town of Springdale
and UDOT have coordinated to
ensure daily shuttle service can
begin in town March 10. The
shuttle route has been adjusted to
avoid remaining areas of heavy
construction and is detailed in the
map below. Only the shuttle stops
indicated in the map will be in
service.
Future changes to the service area
will be announced as construction
impacts move through the project
area until completion in mid-April.
Pedestrian access is available on
the northbound side of SR-9. The
Majestic
View
Lodge
is
approximately 1.4 miles from the
Bumbleberry Inn shuttle stop.

